
New Journal of Physics: The time has come!

(translation of an article published in the June 1998 issue of the Physikalische Blätter, the mem-

bers' journal of the Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft.)

A new era in physics publishing began at the annual conference of the Deutsche Physikalische

Gesellschaft (DPG), or German Physical Society in Regensburg this spring, with the signing of a

letter of intent by my predecessor Markus Schwoerer and his colleague Brian Manley from the

Institute of Physics (IOP), the British physical society. Later this year we will launch - in the

form of a joint venture - the New Journal of Physics (NJP), an international, purely electronic

journal in which articles of outstanding quality from all fields of physics will be published. The

journal will be distributed freely via the Internet and financed via pages charges to the authors.

Before cries of outrage concerning page charges reverberate around the physics community, I

would like to explain a few of the issues involved.

Scientific publishing is suffering from a crisis. Several recent articles in the Physikalische Blät-

ter, including one written by Professor Elmar Mittler from the viewpoint of the libraries, have

outlined the various problems. Because (regrettably) the length of a publication list is often the

decisive factor in a job or grant application, there is a strong pressure to publish, which in turn

leads to a continuous increase in the size and cost of journals. Mittler states, for example, that

"the exorbitant price rises" amount on average to 12% per year for physics journals, forcing

university and institute libraries to cancel several subscriptions every year. Commercial

publishing houses, in particular, have reacted to this loss of income not only by even higher price

rises but also by starting up new, usually very expensive, "niche" journals in order to retain their



share of the market. Results of a recent survey in a German university showed, for example, that

their physics library subscribed to 127 journals in the year 1977. In 1997 they only could afford

47. At the same time the average subscription price per journal was higher by a factor of 7.22

compared to twenty years ago! Interestingly, prices can be very different. Some journals from

commercial publishers have prices per page which are higher by up to a factor of ten compared

to journals from the scientific societies, such as The Physical Review. The news magazine The

Economist in its 24th January 1998 issue reported that "thousands (of academic journals) are

produced by commercial publishing houses at profit margins of 40 % or more"!

The advantages of purely electronic journals are obvious: quick editing, rapid publishing, imme-

diate availability at the reader's terminal, multimedia features and lower overall costs. In particu-

lar, the costly simultaneous archiving of paper journals at hundreds of libraries all over the world

will be avoided. Remember that only an extremely small fraction of the articles in a physics jour-

nal are read in any one library. Most publishing houses are, however, very reluctant to launch

into the electronic world and, with only a very few exceptions, electronic journals are only avail-

able as "parallel-to-print" versions.

Despite its size the DPG has no primary archival journal of its own. It feels, however, an obliga-

tion to its many thousands of members in universities and research institutes, as well as towards

the wider, international physics community, to do something against the vicious price spiral in

scientific publishing which is bankrupting libraries. The dawn of the electronic era is an oppor-

tunity for the DPG to become involved, but we need a competent partner as well as the courage

of our members. From the point of view of the DPG, the partner can only be the IOP, the only



national physical  society of a comparable size in Europe and one with which we have closely

collaborated for many years. IOP Publishing, a 100% subsidiary of the IOP, is a leader in the

field of electronic publishing. As previously reported in Physikalische Blätter, the Executive

Committee of the DPG was instructed by Council in November 1997 to begin negotiations with

the IOP. At the same time it was suggested that a wider international participation would be

desirable. These negotiations proved to be quite complicated and only the letter of intent could be

signed at the Regensburg meeting. However, the final signatures can be expected on the Agree-

ments within the next weeks, so that the new journal can be launched in the autumn. [Note added

in translation: The Agreements between the DPG and the IOP were signed on 22nd June 1998 in

London and the journal will indeed begin operation before end of 1998. URL:

http//:www.njp.org.].

But why page charges? So far, there is no generally accepted charging system for electronic

publishing. The models that first come to mind - subscriptions levied for each institute or De-

partment with access to the whole journal or, alternatively, charges levied per article as it is

accessed - are not looked on favourably either by the publishing houses or by the scientific

societies who are worried about possible reader  misuse. "Our" model combines the free

availability of the journal with article charges: it  is not only administratively easier but

recognises the “current market situation”, i.e. a vast number of printed articles chasing too few

readers! Since this economic model is seen by many as the future solution to financing electronic

publishing, funds must be transferred from library accounts to institute budgets in the long term.

In addition, I hope that colleagues with research contracts will be permitted to use a small

amount of the project funding to publish their results. At the beginning of course, a lot of



convincing must be done in order to make NJP successful. I hope that the DPG can count on the

support of its members.  Who else can initiate such an innovative project, if not physicists?

Remember that NJP is also an excellent example of the careful use of the scarce funds available

for research.

In conclusion, I would like to stress that DPG and IOP are setting up an international journal

which can be considered as a model for the future of scientific publishing. The international na-

ture of a journal is determined by its authors and readers, and not necessarily by its publishers,

although of course we sincerely hope that other national physical societies will eventually join

the venture.
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